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Welcome to the second issue of SPAU@Stern! 

 

 We have received an overwhelming response to 

our first issue and are very excited to publish our second 

edition of SPAU@Stern! 

 

 This special issue is unique in that all of its arti-

cles shed light on a prevalent but often misunderstood 

speech disorder: stuttering. Since Oct 22nd was designat-

ed as International Stuttering Awareness Day, we would 

like to dedicate this edition of SPAU@Stern to express-

ing the voices and issues of those who stutter. Included 

in this edition is a film review of Dr. Phil and Uri 

Schneider’s most recent documentary, “Going With the 

Flow: A Guide to Transcending Stuttering,” an interview 

with a YU student, a review of a New York Times edito-

rial, an overview of Stuttering Awareness Week and an 

article highlighting a famous politician who stutters. We 

hope that you enjoy learning new perspectives on stutter-

ing as much as we have! 

  

With warm regards, 

Davina Simhaee & Chani Markel 
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Theater Company to Encourage Confidence and Communication 

in Those Who Stutter:  
An Interview with David Shinefield  

By: Chaya Sapper   

 “Handicaps are the greatest gifts; I wouldn’t be the same 

person without them,” says Yeshiva University Psychology Major, 

David Shinefield. Shinefield is starting his own theater company to 

help people who stutter of all ages and backgrounds.  Shinefield, 

who both stutters and suffers from Tourette Syndrome, seeks to 

create a safe haven for people who stutter to find acceptance while 

also work on techniques to increase their fluency.   

 

 Shinefield came up with this idea when taking Landmark Education’s 

“Curriculum for Living” course, which requires each participant to develop a 

community project to make the world a better place.  Shinefield was connected 

with Landmark Education courses long before he was born; his parents met at a 

similar education course and have continued going ever since.  Shinefield, who 

says that Landmark Education has shaped how he looks at life, sought to imple-

ment its philosophy – to “work on yourself so that you can bring joy and enlight-

enment to the whole world” – and is currently working hard to turn it into reality. 

   

 When Shinefield first entered Yeshiva University, he joined the Drama 

Club and acted in two Yeshiva University performances.  He found the experience 

liberating and realized that while acting he did not stutter. Acting, like certain 

stuttering control techniques, requires individuals to practice their lines to the 

point where they can read them in their minds before voicing them; this tech-

nique, in addition to speaking slowly, has been known to help people who stutter 

speak fluently.  Famous actors James Earl Jones and Nicholas Brendon struggled 

with stuttering before or during their acting careers.  As a fellow actor and person 

who stutters, Shinefield admired these famous actors and thought to himself that if 

they can become famous actors after such challenges, then perhaps others can also 

use acting to help them speak fluently.  Shinefield hopes to get in contact with 

Jones and Brendon to further pursue his goal of developing a theater company for 

people who stutter.    

 

 Shinefield is currently in contact with Taro Alexander, the founder and 

producer of Our Time Theater Company, a New York-based program and camp 

that strives to improve the lives of children who stutter through the arts.  Alexan-

der is in e-mail correspondence with Shinefield 

and has stated that he is willing help Shinefield’s 

efforts.  Shinefield is also in contact with A.R.T / 

New York (Alliance of Resident Theaters), a ser-

vice and advocacy organization that assists theater 

companies in theater management, funding and 

technical assistance.  While the advocate from 

A.R.T views Shinefield’s efforts positively and 

hopes to assist him in his efforts, he believes that it 

might take a few years before Shinefield’s idea is 

up and running.   

 

 Shinefield is currently trying to create and 

establish a board and staff for his theater company 

and has recruited his former theater instructor, 

Lynn Snyder, to be on the board.  Shinefield also hopes to hire a speech-language 

pathologist who will work with Snyder in creating a multifaceted curriculum that 

will give participants the skills to use acting to build confidence and enhance 

communication.  

  

 Shinefield is passionate and determined to help others become confident 

with themselves despite their language difficulties.  He believes that the theater is 

a great place to do that.  Shinefield says “everyone has something to fear, my fear 

is just more obvious than others...but I will not let my stuttering hold me back.”   
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By Sharona Sutton    
 Joe Biden is well known as a prior senator of Delaware and the Vice 

President of the United States. However, many people are unaware that Joe 

Biden overcame a severe stutter.  Biden has directed a number of his speech-

es about stuttering to people who stutter and their families. He has even con-

fessed that stuttering is the “single most defining thing in my life… 

[stuttering] has striped me of my dignity.” Bidden is correct in his assumption 

that many people have misconceptions about stuttering. Some misguided in-

dividuals believe that people who stutter has are slow, have emotional prob-

lems or negligent parents. For some people who stutter, a self-fulfilling 

prophecy can occur if they do not have enough positive support and begin to perceive them-

selves negatively as others do. 

 In many ways, Joe Biden was no different. Biden’s stutter was so severe that he was 

unable to pronounce his own name fluently. His classmates gave him derogatory nicknames in 

elementary school and in high school. Even his some of his teachers, many of whom were 

nuns, imitated his stutter. While Biden feared that he would never be able to speak without 

stuttering, he channeled his anger and embarrassment toward the positive. He became deter-

mined to fight against his stuttering and confront it, with a goal of one day speaking more flu-

ently. 

Though Biden never underwent formal speech therapy, Joe independently used some 

of the techniques found in the guide Self-Therapy for the Stutterer, by Malcolm Fraser. Mal-

com admits that while the path to improved speech is not necessarily simple, with motivation, 

the techniques can be incredibly effective. Biden would practice reading aloud while standing 

in front of the mirror, attempting to enunciate each word without distorting his face. He also 

found it helpful to read poetry because the rhythm helped him improve his speech.  

Biden believes that his strong parental support helped his recovery tremendously It is 

crucial for parents to give their children the necessary tools to build up their self-esteem. Ra-

ther than focusing primarily on their children’s speech impediments, parents must be able to 

view their children for who they are as individuals. 

The Vice President is firm in his belief that people who stutter can be anything they 

want to be, as long as they do not let their stuttering define who they are. He promises that 

stuttering is a challenge that individuals can conquer. Biden attributes much of his success to 

overcoming his stutter. Today, Biden is considered a “loquacious orator” by many. Biden 

boldly asserts, “I would not trade my stuttering today for what it has taught me and for what it 

has made me.” 
    Works Cited 

Joe Biden’s Speech at the American Institute for Stuttering 2nd Annual Gala. Sep 4, 2008. http://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=NXxibh6wS7s. 

“Politics and Stuttering Mix Well: Vice President Biden Part of Distinguished Group.” Stuttering Foun-
dation of America. http://www.stutteringhelp.org/Default.aspx?tabid=725 

"Famous People Who Stutter: A Spotlight on Joe Biden” 
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Event Recap: Dr. Phil Schneider Visits Stern 

 By: Shevy Davis 

 On November 15th, the Speech and Hearing Club at Stern, in 

conjunction with the Jewish Stuttering Association, hosted Dr. Phil 

Schneider in what turned out to be an unforgettable event for all 

those who attended. Dr. Schneider is a renowned speech pathologist 

who specializes in stuttering. He and his son, Uri, have produced 

two videos about stuttering that enlighten and inspire both those 

with and without the disorder.  

 

 The event opened with informative and inspirational words 

from Dr. Schneider, followed by a screening of his second film, “Going with the 

Flow: A Guide to Transcending Stuttering.”  The film is a documentary that fol-

lows the stories of two individuals who stutter and tracks their progress as they 

strive to overcome it.  After the film, members from the audience shared their feel-

ings and personal stories about their experiences stuttering. It was fascinating to 

notice that many of the speakers saw their stuttering as a gift, rather than a disabil-

ity.  

Steve, a CEO of a large investment bank, explained to the audience that he 

succeeded in overcoming a profound stutter. He said that this achievement enabled 

him to be successful in his field of work. He described how his stutter gave him the 

ability to become a better listener and noted that he is aware that often people do 

not listen carefully to others and just think about the next thing that they want to 

say. He warned the audience that listeners could tell when someone is not paying 

attention to them and advised them of the importance of truly listening to others. 

Dan, a film producer, told the audience that his stutter has enabled him to be a more 

compassionate and understanding human being. He said that he views stuttering as 

a gift and encourages future speech-language pathologists to impart these feelings 

to their patients who stutter. Yael Selter, a student at Stern, commented after the 

event, “these people [who stutter] are so amazing and unfortunately people don’t 

give them nearly as much credit as they deserve.”  

 

All of the comments mentioned above were exactly in line with Dr. Schnei-

der’s beliefs and words of advice for people who stutter. His primary philosophy is 

that it is okay to stutter and it is important for the person who stutters to gain a level 

of acceptance with their stuttering. Dr. Schneider advised future speech-language 

pathologists about the importance of listening, urging that everyone deserves to be 

heard.  Like any other individual, a person who stutters deserves the chance to be 

able to communicate their thoughts and beliefs with others. This meaningful event 

raised an awareness of the disorder and an appreciation for those who are suffering 

from it. It was a remarkable success and I do not think that a single person walked 

out unmoved from the experience.  
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Review of New York Times Article: “Stutterer Speaks Up in 

Class; His Professor Says Keep Quiet”   
By: Zahava Stuchins 

 On October 2011, stuttering and its impact on the classroom 

were brought to the forefront. In his New York Times article, “Stutterer 

Speaks Up in Class; His Professor Says Keep Quiet,” Richard Perez-

Pena discusses a 16-year-old boy named Philip Garber Jr. who stutters. 

Philip is taking two courses at the County College of Morris and it was 

in one of these courses, a history class taught by Professor Elizabeth 

Snyder, that the incident discussed in the article occurred. 

 Philip is an outspoken young man who, despite having a pro-

found stutter, participated in class discussions on a regular basis, unin-

hibited by the increased amount of time he requires to express his 

thoughts. According to Philip, his professor emailed him after one 

class requesting that he stop speaking out because he was utilizing too 

much class time. Instead, she suggested that he ask any questions ei-

ther before or after the lesson, and if he wanted to answer a question, 

he should write it down on a piece of paper instead of stating it aloud. 

Philip and his parents were very upset by the incident, but after com-

plaining to a Dean, Philip was just told that he should switch into a 

different class where his contributions might be more readily accepted. 

 Though at first glance, Ms. Snyder's actions sounded terribly 

unjust and insensitive, it became clear that there was another side to this story. Two days 

after the initial article was published, as she was receiving criticism and hate mail, Pro-

fessor Elizabeth Snyder defended her actions in a follow-up story. The professor de-

scribes herself as the “victim of a character assassination.”  

 According to Ms. Snyder, the story is not so simple. She claims that she never 

asked Philip to stop speaking altogether, rather she told him to ask his questions before or 

after class to “put him at ease.” In order to make more economical use of class time, she 

told Philip that she would call on him once per class. In addition, Ms. Snyder claims to 

have consulted with a speech pathologist and offered to hold a meeting with both Philip 

and the Dean, but Philip declined. 

 While it is unclear who is right and wrong in this situation, an important lesson 

we can learn is the importance of educating both students and teachers about stuttering 

and its impact on the classroom. Perhaps if Philip and his professor had been given the 

tools to understand one another’s point of view, they could have come to a quiet, yet sat-

isfactory understand. It is important for teachers, to understand what it means to be a per-

son who stutters and to be sensitive to their students' needs. Professors have a right to 

limit class discussion time, but should not be singling out individual students to do so. At 

the same time, students who stutter should be given the tools to appropriately and effec-

tively advocate for themselves. Raising his hand incessantly during a class when the pro-

fessor said she would not be taking questions did little to help Philip's cause, but engag-

ing in mature,  informative discussion may have gone a long way for both himself and 

future students who stutter. 

Bibliography: 

1. PÉREZ-PEÑA, R. (2011, October 11). Stutterer speaks up in class; his professor says 

keep quiet. New York Times. Retrieved from http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/11/

education/11stutter.html?_r=1&scp=5&sq=stuttering&st=cse  

 

2. PÉREZ-PEÑA, R. (2011, October 13). Professor defends treatment of stutterer. New 

York Times. Retrieved from http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/14/nyregion/professor-of-

philip-garber-nj-stutterer-defends-actions.html?scp=11&sq=stuttering&st=cse  
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National Stuttering Awareness Week 

By:  Aurora Mayer 

 

 This year, in the second week of May, we will be celebrat-

ing Stuttering Awareness Week. It was officially signed and ap-

proved by President Regan in 1988. Although initially it was sup-

posed to be a onetime event, the National Stuttering Project and 

the Stuttering Foundation of America collaborated and publicized 

the event, turning it into the Stuttering Awareness Week that we 

have today. Every year, various organizations and groups hold 

seminars and do their best to raise awareness about stuttering through speeches, 

programs, and pamphlet distributions.   

 

One particular individual decided to take it upon himself to raise aware-

ness about stuttering in his hometown of Cherry Hill, New Jersey, as part of a 

meaningful Bar Mitzvah project. Josh Cohen, a person who stuttered for nearly his 

entire life, decided to sponsor two different fundraising events and deliver class-

room presentations. With the support of his friends and family throughout the 

community, Josh held a carwash. At the carwash, he enlisted the help of his class-

mates to sell pretzels and drinks, and had his speech teacher there to hand out 

pamphlets and answer questions anyone might have. All the proceeds raised that 

day went to benefit The Stuttering Foundation of America. But Josh did not stop 

there. He then organized a “Zumbathon” at the Township Community Center to 

raise money to further benefit The Stuttering Foundation. Josh’s enthusiasm and 

drive for stuttering awareness is an admirable one. By choosing a project that was 

so personal and close to his heart, he insured its success. He is a wonderful exam-

ple of what National Stuttering Awareness Week is all about.  

 

 Stuttering awareness has also become an internationally recognized cause 

as well. Since 1998, Stuttering Awareness Day has been celebrated every year on 

October 22. A live online conference is held with various speakers on the topic 

chosen for the year. This past year’s topic was ‘Sharing Stories and Changing Per-

ceptions.’ This topic was chosen to strengthen the relationship between profes-

sionals and consumers of the speech pathology field, encouraging an open dia-

logue about what it means to stutter and how to remediate stuttering.  With over 

80 countries participating this year, Stuttering Awareness Day hopes to spread 

awareness on a truly international level. 
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 Announcements and Upcoming Events:Announcements and Upcoming Events:  

 

 December 2011: Look out for the Communication Science and Disorders: The 

Official  Undergraduate Speech Pathology and Audiology Journal of Yeshiva 

University.  

 “The journal provides great research opportunities for the undergraduate 

 classes to study scientific experiments, treatment methods, and etiology 

 comparisons for disorders in the fields of Speech Pathology and Audiology.”

 If you would like to take part in this or have any questions feel free to con-

 tact Leigh Cohen at Leigh.cohen@mail.yu.edu 

 A big thank you to Chani Markel for organizing Dr. Schneider’s screening of his 

film. It was a wonderful event! 

If you would like to write for “SPAU@Stern” or have any questions, please do not 

hesitate to contact    

Davina Simhaee at Davina.simhaee@mail.yu.edu  

or Chani Markel at Chani12@optonline.net 

  

Students of all majors are welcome to write  for “SPAU@Stern.” 
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Davina Simhaee 
Founder, Editor 
& Layout 

Chani Markel 
Co- Founder & 
Editor 

Speech Pathology and Audiology Student Council 

 

President: Yael Selter 

Vice President: Zahava Stuchins  

Secretaries: Avigayil Goldson and Gaby Taeidkashani 

Treasurer's: Elana Bindiger, Shevy Davis, Rebecca Turk 

“ACCORDING TO 

PHILIP, HIS 

PROFESSOR EMAILED 

HIM AFTER ONE CLASS 

REQUESTING THAT HE 

STOP SPEAKING OUT 

BECAUSE HE WAS 

UTILIZING TOO MUCH 

CLASS TIME. .”  


